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Abstra t | Using the terms of evolutionary
omputation (individual, hromosome, et .),
it is shown that a general-purpose representation of individuals is possible by means of
geneti algorithms. The prin iples ne essary
in the software to produ e geneti algorithms
are presented, and the authors then introdu e
the on ept of breaking up evolutionary algorithms into several independent operators and
show how to de ne the interfa es for the operators. A model within whi h all the operators
an fun tion for exible and fast reation of algorithms is presented and an example is given
in illustration. The papers on ludes with a
short outlook on future work.
1 Introdu tion and Motivation

Algorithms based on simulated evolution have beome more popular in re ent years. Without question they are apable solving diÆ ult optimization
problems quite fast and produ ing results of very
good quality. However, as there is a problem with
ombinatorial optimization, it is still not easy to reate an algorithm with the performan e to solve that
problem. Although there have been a few attempts
to ta kle this issue on a more systemati basis (for instan e the one presented in [6℄ and [7℄) something like
a ookbook is still missing. S ientists and engineers
who need to reate evolutionary algorithms spend
a onsiderable amount of their time experimenting
with all the operators and parameters in the eld of
evolutionary omputation - and unfortunately this is
likely to remain so.
There is however, something that an be done to
help: engineers an be o ered exible and easy to
use toolkits for their algorithm reation. One of
these evolutionary omputation frameworks is eaLib,
whi h is introdu ed in this paper, in asso iation with
some thoughts on how geneti operators an be tted
into a ommon stru ture.
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The toolkit eaLib is implemented in Java. This
language was hosen for several reasons. Although it
does have some disadvantages regarding performan e
when it is ompared to C++ (due to its virtual mahine on ept [5℄), Java ontains several features that
argue for it. It is widely distributed and has be ome
one of the major programming languages. The development kit, in luding ompiler and debugger, is
freely available on a number of di erent omputer
platforms. The ore libraries ontain many fun tions
whi h an be used dire tly and need not be adopted
from external libraries, whi h is not the ase in C++
for instan e. Another important point is the built-in
support for multithreading and distributed omputing.
Java is a stri tly obje t-oriented language. By taking advantage of the features of obje t-orientation,
it is possible to ombine easy handling and exibility/extensibility, whi h are both ne essary for toolkits
su h as eaLib.
2 Geneti

Representation

Before explaining the omponent-based algorithm
stru ture developed, some thoughts on a suitable
form of geneti representation must be given. Traditionally, binary strings or real numbers are applied. Although these forms are still used in several ases, they are neither parti ularly eÆ ient nor
very des riptive for a human user. As an example just think of a potential solution for a 50- ity
travelling salesman problem expressed in a binary
string. . . Furthermore, almost all binary rossover
and mutation operators show the problem of generating illegal bit strings in ase the whole range of
possible ombinations an or should not be used. So
in the authors opinion there is no reason to sti k
to these traditional forms. It seems preferable to
sear h for geneti representations that are dire tly
based on the sets of data to be optimized. The kind
of representation used in the eaLib toolkit will now

be introdu ed.
As is well known, a potential solution to an optimization problem is represented by an individual.
There is thus a lass alled Individual. The stru ture of this lass is lose re e tion the stru ture of
real reatures in the natural world. An obje t of
the lass Individual ontains an obje t of the lass
ChromosomeSet. The ChromosomeSet itself is a olle tion of Chromosomes. Ea h hromosome holds a
hromosome obje t of a parti ular type, whi h may
be a type of elementary data su h as an integer or a
oat number or a more omplex type, su h as lists
or arrays. Even trees or matri es are possible. To
enable a hromosome with the lassi al binary representation to be reated the lass BitVe tor is provided. Fig. 1 shows the UML lass diagram [1℄ of the
geneti representation. In this example four types of
hromosomes are in luded.
Figure 1: UML lass diagram of the geneti representation
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For most appli ations of the te hnique the potential problem solution an be expressed using the
built-in hromosome types, but in general any arbitrary data stru ture an be in fa t used. All a user
has to do is to derive a new lass from the abstra t
base lass Chromosome and implement the abstra t
methods for loning and equality he king. Even the
use of other forms of representation is possible, for
instan e the one used in messy geneti algorithms as
demonstrated in [4℄.
Some Java ode is given as an example below in
listing 1. Imagine the task of reating an individual
whi h ontains the representation of the solution of a
mathemati al fun tion in three dimensions. For that
ase three hromosomes of the primitive data type
double are used.
Listing 1: reation of an individual
2
4
6
8

// reate a hromosome set with 3 slots
ChromosomeSet mathSet =
ChromosomeSet( 3 );
// add the hromosomes with initial random double values
mathSet.add(
DoubleChromosome( (
) 17.734 );
mathSet.add(
DoubleChromosome( (
) 3.239 );
mathSet.add(
DoubleChromosome( (
) 189.94 );
// reate the individual
Individual mathIndividual =
Individual( mathSet );

new

new
new
new

double
double
double

new

Almost every imaginable problem solution an be
expressed in a similiar way. Besides several informa-

tive attributes su h as identi ation number, name
and age the lass Individual ontains two other, signi antly more important, properties { the target
obje tive value and the tness. The target obje tive
value (later referred to as s ore) is an absolute quality appraisal in ontrast to the tness value, whi h
is only a relative rating [9℄.
The s ore and tness of an individual are de ned
by the appropriate interfa es: S ore and Fitness respe tively. Default implementations of both interfa es are already provided by the toolkit.
The s ore of an individual an be expressed in
many ways. Various di erent data types an be used.
Although normally numbers are utilized, other data
types are on eivable. The default types whi h are
already supported by eaLib are integer, long, oat
and double. If other data stru tures are utilized, the
user must derive a new lass from Abstra tS ore and
implement the method for omparing two s ores.
In ontrast to the various possible de nitions of
s ore, a tness value is always a number. Therefore
the tness has been de ned as a positive oat number. A bigger value represents better tness. This
de nition should be useful in most of the appli ation
ases, and (if not) a new lass derived from Fitness
ould be introdu ed by the user. The appropriate
methods for omparing various Fitness obje ts must
be overloaded. An UML diagram showing the relations between an individual and the appropriate
s ore and tness is given in Fig. 2.
Figure 2: UML lass diagram of s ore and tness model and
evaluation of both
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Also in luded in Fig. 2 are two lasses for the evaluation of the s ore and the tness. Turning rst to
the s ore evaluation: the al ulation of the quality
of an individual is always problem spe i . For that
reason the user is for ed to implement the evaluation himself. The lass S oreEvaluation is an abstra t base lass whi h de nes the method evaluate(Individual). The user has to derive a lass from
that base lass and to implement this method whi h
will then al ulate a valid s ore for a given individual.

It is ne essary at the beginning of this se tion to
make some remarks on erning the term omponent.
The term is heavily used in re ent years without
there being any universal de nition as to what a
omponent is. A ording to [8℄, a omponent is a
runnable pie e of software. It is a self- ontained obje t with des ribable fun tionality. It has a bla k
box hara ter { the information ontained within a
omponent is hidden from the user. A ess to methods and/or attributes of a omponent is provided by
a standardized interfa e. This interfa e is both a
ommuni ation hannel and a plug to whi h other
omponents an be onne ted. The solution of a
problem is a hieved by reating a net of oupled omponents. This net in its totality is able to solve the
given problem. Furthermore, omponents an provide the property of persisten e. That means the
state of a omponent an be frozen until its next
use.
The authors follow the de nition given here, referring to a omponent as a module with a well-de ned
interfa e whi h is able to pro ess data of a parti ular
type (more or less) independently of other omponents.
In the attempt to view geneti operators as omponents and to de ne a uni ed interfa e it is ne essary to think what these operators have in ommon. S ore evaluation, sele tion, mutation and all
the many other operators that have been introdu ed
and used in evolutionary algorithms may at rst to
be quite di erent. But from an abstra t perspe tive they have one important thing in ommon: they
serve to pro ess individuals in a parti ular manner.
The sele tion operator sele ts good individuals for
mating from a group of individuals. In ontrast, the
mutation operator alters the ontents of individuals.
A group is pro essed one by one sequentially.

Figure 3: Pro essing of individual streams
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3 Definition of Geneti

Individuals are grouped together inside lasses implementing the interfa e IndividualStream. An individual stream is a olle tion of individuals whi h
provides several methods for putting individuals on
the stream, removing them from the stream and iterating over all individuals ontained in the stream.
The underlying data stru tures are hidden from the
user. Using this stru ture as a olle tion of individuals permits interfa es to be de ned for so- alled
stream pro essors. The most simple ase is a SingleStreamPro essor whi h has exa tly one method:
IndividualStream pro ess(IndividualStream is).
A single-stream pro essor takes an individual stream
as an argument, pro esses this stream in a parti ular way and returns the pro essed stream. This an
be extended to four possible ases: pro essors that
merge streams, split up streams or work on multiple
streams (Fig. 3). The UML lass diagram is given in
Fig. 4.

individual stream

The tness evaluation pro eeds in a similiar way,
with the di eren e that there are several means of
de ning the tness of an individual already in existen e, for instan e exponential s aling or linear ranking s aling. Some of these approa hes are available
in eaLib; the user is also able to introdu e his own
fun tions. Again, there is an abstra t base lass,
this time alled FitnessS aling, whi h also de nes a
method evaluate(Individual) for the al ulation of a
given individual's tness value.
Several alternative means of de ning a tness
value are already implemented in the toolkit and an
be used dire tly. At the time this paper was written
the user had the hoi e of linear, re ipro al, exponential and logarithmi s aling [9℄ to derive dire tly
from the s ore. In addition linear [2℄ and nonlinear
ranking s aling [3℄ are available for use.

In most ases it is appropriate to apply singlestream pro essor. The pro essors for splitting and
merging streams an be used in algorithms whi h either involve parallel-running evolution y les or implement the island population model. The interfa e
for the multiple stream pro essor has only been introdu ed for reasons of onsisten y and is provided
for future use.
Figure 4: UML lass diagram for interfa e de ntion of
geneti operators
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For a better illustration of how su h a pro essor
works, a loser look at the re ombination me hanism

follows. The rest of this se tion explains how the
re ombination me hanism fun tions with regard to
the geneti representation introdu ed in se tion 2.
As individuals an ontain any number of hromosomes with any data type, ommon rossover proedures annot be employed dire tly on an instan e
of the lass Individual. Therefore the abstra t base
lass Re ombination is sub lassed by the two lasses
IndividualRe ombination and ChromosomeRe ombination. The former is responsible for re ombining individuals, while the latter re ombines hromosomes. The sub lasses of ChromosomeRe ombination are well-known operators for re ombining pairs
of data of types integer, oat, binary string, lists and
so on. In ontrast, the lass IndividualRe ombination
is a olle tion of hromosome re ombination operators, one for ea h hromosome inside the individuals
to be re ombined, having the ability to handle the
appropriate data type. The fun tionality is shown
in Fig. 5. The operator takes two individuals from
the input stream and onstru ts one (or more) hild
individual(s) by ombining the parent hromosomes
with the orresponding hromosome re ombination
operators. The newly reated hild individuals are
put on the output stream whi h is produ ed as the
result of this operator. The stream is passed to the
following operator (for instan e a mutation operator)
whi h handles the stream in a similiar way.

of omponents should be very high while the oupling should be as low as possible. This is a hieved
by grouping all aspe ts of the real-world entity of a
omponent together inside the omponent. In this
way future hanges are lo alized to one spe i
omponent; the details of the hanges are not visible to
other omponents and annot a e t these.
These viewpoints were taken into a ount for the
stru turing of the geneti omponents. All operators
work independently of one another, but share a ommon interfa e. A further step an now be taken, the
reation of algorithms using these omponents.
One of the ommon ases is a geneti algorithm
with only one population. A more abstra t look at
the stru ture of su h an algorithm reveals that an
algorithm an be separated into three stages. The
rst in ludes the initialization of a population and an
optional prepro essing. The se ond one is the transformation stage, where individuals are evolve within
an evolution y le. In the third and last stage, the
individuals an be optionally postpro essed and the
result of the algorithm extra ted. Geneti operators
an be assigned to ea h of the stages of this basi
s heme (Fig. 6) and the path taken by the streams
of individuals inside an algorithm an be gured out.
Figure 6: Data ow inside an evolutionary algorithm
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All omponents ontained in the toolkit work in
this vein, even the s ore and tness evaluation.
There are too many operators to enumerate them
in this paper, an overview of available operators an
be found at [11℄.
4 Creating Algorithms by Wiring
Components

The quality of the interplay of omponents in a software system an be assessed on several fa tors. Two
of the more important ones are ohesion and oupling. Cohesion is the degree of intera tion within a
omponent, while oupling is the degree of intera tion between several omponents [12℄. The ohesion
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The reation of an individual stream is always performed by an initialization operator. Su h an operator an be seen as an individual sour e. At the other
end of the ow, a stream an be aptured by a sink
(for instan e for extra ting information). The rst
operator provides the retrieval of individuals while
the se ond one provides storage. A ombination of
both is a so- alled gate, where individual streams
are owing through and evolving within. A gate is
nothing but a population. These three types of operators are onne ted by stream pro essors as already
dis ussed.
To generate a valid algorithm therefore, all that
is ne essary is to reate instan es of suitable omponents and onne t them together in a reasonable
manner. To illustrate how this an be done, a simple example follows. In Fig. 7 the stru ture for a
--strategy a ording to [10℄ is given. Below, the
orresponding pie e of Java sour e ode is shown in
lising 2.
The pie e of ode that is shown is part of a setupmethod in the lass ThreadController, whi h will be
explained in more detail in the next paragraphs. Ree ting the algorithm stru ture given in Fig. 7 all

ontroller. The ontroller takes advantage of the
built-in multithreading apabilities of Java. Every
geneti omponent runs inside its own thread (see
for instan e line 2). All threads are started during
the setup stage of the algorithm and are sleeping all
the time. Every omponent knows about about its
su essor omponent(s) and is able to notify those
su essors when its own task is ompleted and the
pro essed individual stream an be passed to the following operator(s).

Figure 7: Implementation example for a --strategy
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ne essary omponents are reated in lines 1 to 23
of the listing. The rst one is the individual sour e
MyInitialization (line 2). This is a lass the user has
to derive from the abstra t base lass Initialization.
An obje t of this lass reates valid hromosome sets.
Be ause this task is problem-spe i , it has to be
done in a lass implemented by the user. The same
obtains for the s ore evaluation of the individuals
(lines 4-7), as already explained. In line 8 a population is reated whi h holds individuals in a sorted
order. Lines 9 and 10 introdu e a spe ial operator for
dupli ating individual streams. This operator is used
to prevent the mutation of individuals already ontained in the population (as done in a --strategy).
The mutation omponent is set up in lines 11 to 16.
Note that rst some operators for hromosome mutation are reated (three in this example) and then
these operators are grouped together in an individual
mutation operator. In this example a user-de ned
hromosome mutation is used, but at this point prede ned operators an also ome into operation. Finally the reinsertion operator and the termination
ondition is initialized (break after 500 generations).
Both require a referen e to the relevant population.
The ThreadController lass already mentioned is
the main lass, monitoring the exe ution of an algorithm. The user has to derive a lass from this
ontroller and ll out one single method: setup().
The Java ode given above is taken from this setup
method. In this method, the omponents employed
are initialized (as already shown) and onne ted.
The onne tion stru ture is set up in lines 28 to
33. For this task, orresponding onne t{methods
are provided. For omponents with single input and
output, the wiring is quite easy. For instan e, the
statement in line 28 onne ts the output of the initialization operator init with the input of the s ore
evaluation operator eval0. Note that operators an
have multiple inputs and outputs. The onditional
operator is an example of this. As shown in lines 31
and 32 it passes the individual stream it gets from
its input to the output slot 0 or 1, depending on the
result of the evaluation of the ondition(s) ontained
in the operator.
Something else whi h an be seen in the given listing is the organization of the omponents inside the

Listing 2: pie e of Java ode for a --strategy
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34

// reate instan es of omponents
Sour eThread init
=
Sour eThread(
MyInitialization() );
SingleThread eval
=
SingleThread(
MyS oreCal ulation() );
SingleThread eval2
=
SingleThread(
MyS oreCal ulation() );
GateThread pop =
GateThread(
SortedPopulation());
SingleThread dup
=
SingleThread(
IndividualDupli ation( 1 ) );
ChromosomeMutation[℄ ma =
ChromosomeMutation[3℄;
(
i = 0; i
3; i ++ )
ma[i℄ =
MyChromosomeMutation();

new

new

new

new

new

new

new

for

int

g

new

new

<

new

new

f

new

SingleThread mut
=
SingleThread(
IndividualMutation( ma ) );
// reate reinsertion operator
SingleThread ins
=
SingleThread(
EliteReinsertion(pop.getGate()) );
SinkThread res =
SinkThread(
Generi Sink() );
Termination mg
=
MaxGenTermination( 500, pop.getGate() );
ConditionalThread ond =
ConditionalThread( mg );

new

new

new

// more optional

new

new

new

new

new

ode goes here

// onne t all omponents
onne t( init , eval0 );
onne t( eval0 , pop );
onne t( pop, ond );
onne t( ond , 0, dup );
onne t( ond , 1, res );
onne t( dup, mut ); onne t( mut, eval1 );
onne t( eval1 , ins ); onne t( ins , gate );

Another advantage of the use of multithreading is
the impli it parallelism that the me hanism ontains.
With the wiring of omponents as des ribed it is
quite easy to reate algorithms with parallel running
evolution y les or algorithms based on the island
model. For that ase spe ial operators for splitting
and merging individual streams are provided. This
on ept will, in due ourse, be extended to omponents whi h are able to pass streams to other omponents running on ma hines in a lo al network. Thus
it will be possible to reate real parallel-running algorithms using the same me hanisms as des ribed
above.
5 Con lusion and Future Work

This paper has introdu ed the stru turing of geneti
omponents into independent software omponents.
It has shown the advantages of viewing the stru ture
of evolutionary algorithms from a more abstra t and
pragmati view. Along with these onsiderations the
toolkit eaLib has been introdu ed. EaLib is intended

to be easy to use, but still exible enough for various extensions. The toolkit's general-purpose means
of representing potential solutions for optimization
tasks has been shown. A on ept for a ommon interfa e for geneti operators has been introdu ed and
an example has been given.
The aim of the work was to provide a framework
to support experimentation with geneti operators
and fast reation of algorithms. What is now needed
is reative feedba k from s ientists. The framework
ould be extended in various dire tions, as a result
of su h feedba k. The authors do not yet see the
apabilities of parallelizing algorithms as universal
enough, further development will on entrate on this
issue.
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